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A new technique, tagged Cine-Magnetic Resonance Imaging~tMRI!, was used to develop a
mechanical model that represented local, homogeneous, internal tongue deformation during speech.
The goal was to infer muscle activity within the tongue from tissue deformations seen on tMRI.
Measurements were made in three sagittal slices~left, middle, right! during production of the
syllable /%Ä/. Each slice was superimposed with a grid of tag lines, and the approximately 40 tag line
intersections were tracked at 7 time-phases during the syllable. A local model, similar to a finite
element analysis, represented planar stretch and shear between the consonant and vowel at 110
probed locations within the tongue. Principal strains were calculated at these locations and revealed
internal compression and extension patterns from which inferences could be drawn about the
activities of the Verticalis, Hyoglossus, and Superior Longitudinal muscles, among others. ©2001
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1344163#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Aj, 43.70.Bk@AL #
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is difficult to measure the movements of local regio
within the human tongue during speech and determine t
effect on the tongue surface. It is useful to do so, howev
because the human tongue has a complicated muscul
that is not easily reconciled with the deformation patte
seen on the tongue surface during speech. Moreover, th
lationship between muscle activity and surface deforma
is an important component in understanding how speec
controlled and how it is disrupted in various disorders. A
first step, the model and data presented here are intend
add details about the local kinematics of the tongue dur
speech. By interpolating the deformation of the tongue
tween observed MRI tag-points in a reference~consonant!
and deformed~vowel! state, detailed information on the~2D!
strain and in-plane muscle contraction was obtained. T

a!Electronic mail: mstone@umaryland.edu
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allowed us to investigate tissue deformation patterns and
fer related muscle activity.

There is a small body of material detailing the activity
the internal tongue using tagged Magnetic Resonance Im
ing. These data have been used to predict tongue mu
contractions for rest-to-vowel motion~Niitsu et al., 1992;
Kumadaet al., 1992; Dang and Honda, 1997! and nonspeech
movements~Napadowet al., 1999a, 1999b!. Some anatomi-
cal information on tongue muscles is also available fro
dissections and histological studies~Abd-El Malek, 1939;
Carpentier and Pajoni, 1989; Doran, 1975; Miyawaki, 197
Shawkeret al., 1984; Takemoto, 2001!.

Electromyography~EMG! data are another source o
muscle information ~Miyawaki, 1975; MacNeilage and
Sholes, 1964; Sauerland and Mitchell, 1975!. Within the
tongue, however, EMG data are difficult to collect and int
pret due to substantial muscle interdigitation, cross-talk,
fuse fiber distribution of the muscle of interest~Perlman
et al., 1989! and fatigue~Faber and Raphael, 1989!. Promis-
ing work has used EMG to predict articulator moveme
29749(6)/2974/9/$18.00 © 2001 Acoustical Society of America
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from speech motor commands~Honda and Kusakawa, 1997!,
and has compared EMG to tongue configurations~Mac-
Neilage and Sholes, 1964; Maeda and Honda, 1994; N
et al., 1994!, and acoustic spectra in vowels~Maeda and
Honda, 1994; Baeret al., 1988!. Nonetheless, EMG is not
commonly used instrument, because it is unpleasant, in
sive, and difficult to interpret. Tagged MRI could suppl
ment EMG if it successfully represented tongue muscle c
traction.

Soft tissue such as tongue musculature is generally
garded as volume preserving~Fung, 1993!. Therefore,
tongue motion is the result of local tissue distortion~without
volume change!. Since muscle activation is contractile in n
ture, there is an associated elongation of tissue in the di
tion transverse to the primary contraction. By measuring
local tongue deformation, principal stretches and their as
ciated directions can be determined. Using our knowledg
tongue anatomy, these directions can be compared with
orientation of the musculature to deduce which muscles
cally are active during a particular phase of tongue moti
These inferences can provide important information ab
the neural control and muscle activation in both normal a
disordered speakers. In the present study, a simple mod
one plane of the tongue was developed based on a fi
element type mesh derived from the movement of tag
Cine-Magnetic Resonance Imaging~tMRI! tag-points. The
modeled plane could be probed at regions of any size
principal strains could be calculated for that region.

Four concepts are necessary to keep in mind when
amining how MRI tagging is accomplished. First, only t
spins aligned along theZ axis can become excited by th
applied rf energy. Second, only the spins on theXY or trans-
verse plane can produce an MRI signal. Third, the signal
corresponds to a single pixel in the image is actually
vector sum of more than 1015 spins. That signal can
destroyed by causing the spins in a single pixel to lose ph
coherency. Fourth, the time necessary for the spins to rea
along theZ axis is measured in hundreds of millisecon
~ms!. Tag lines are stripes of tissue that have been tip
onto the XY plane and then forced to become dephas
temporarily destroying their ability to produce a cohere
signal. A simplified description of how this is accomplish
follows.

First, apply an rf pulse that tips all spins in a plane
45°. Next apply a linear magnetic gradient along one dir
tion in the imaging plane, temporarily changing the res
nance frequency of these excited spins, resulting in an a
mulation of phase along that direction, say ten compl
cycles across the field of view~FOV!. There are now ten
lines that have the same phase~call it 0°! immediately after
the 45° rf pulse and ten lines in between that are 180° ou
phase. Now apply a second rf pulse of245°. Those spins
with 0° phase will be tipped back up to theZ axis, those with
180° phase will be tipped a total of290° down onto theXY
plane. Finally, another large gradient is applied that tota
dephases all of the spins on theXY plane. These spins are n
longer producing a coherent signal and cannot be re-exc
2975 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 6, June 2001
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until they have recovered a significant portion of theirZ
magnetization. The process lasts on the order of a few
producing alternating regions of tissue that produce no sig
or full signal. The number of bands, and hence the dista
between dark stripes, is determined by the strength and
ration of the gradient between the two rf pulses. A dark g
is applied by first laying down horizontal lines~x axis! fol-
lowed by vertical lines~y axis!. Once these tag lines of little
or no signal have been created, a standard cine~motion!
imaging sequence can be used to track the motion and de
mation of the tag lines.

Deformation models have been developed for the he
which include circumferential shortening and stretching
the ventricles, allowing tagged Cine-MRI~tMRI! to study
myocardial deformation~cf. McVeigh, 1996; McVeigh and
Atalar, 1992!. tMRI of the heart provides displacement an
motion of discrete points, allowing computation of princip
strains and directions. The heart differs from the tong
however, in important ways. The heart has relatively simp
repetitive, kinematics that do not vary much with cardi
contractility, stroke volume, preload, or afterload. Cons
quently there is no regional variation~except in the case o
infarction!. Heart beats are highly repeatable and are in
pendent of the rate of contraction~Douglas et al., 1991!.
Heart beat cycles are easily synchronized temporally to
electrocardiogram~ECG! because the heart produces a lar
electrical depolarization~R-wave peak! immediately prior to
contraction.

What is different about this study of the tongue is tha
examines a soft tissue structure with highly variable a
complex deformation caused by the differential stimulati
of an anatomically highly complex~architecturally! muscu-
lature. The small rapid internal movements of the tong
used in speech provide a challenge for the tMRI procedu
since it has a fairly poor temporal~18 Hz! and spatial~1.9
mm31.9 mm37.0 mm! resolution. This study, therefore
was an experimental application of tMRI to speech, to de
mine the extent to which small speech movements could
resolved. Measurements were made of the small defor
tions internal to the tongue during CV syllables for eviden
of regional activity that reflected specific muscle contra
tions.

The goal of this study was to show the application
tMRI and a fairly simple model of tongue deformation as
means of illustrating internal tongue stretch and inferri
muscle activity during speech. The tMRI procedure and lo
model presented here identified the direction and exten
stretch at local tissue points. From the stretch and shear
local principal strains were calculated and underlying mus
contraction patterns were inferred. Because of the exp
mental nature of this method the model was applied only
a limited, preliminary data set.

II. METHODS

A. Subject and speech materials

A 19-year-old male, native speaker of English demo
strated the application of the model. The subject had no d
2975Stone et al.: Modeling tongue motion
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tal fillings that might interfere with the MRI magnetic field
The speech materials were the syllable /%Ä/. A standard MRI
head coil was used to record the MRI data and also posi
the head. There appeared to be no extraneous head m
~see Sec. I D below!. Three tMRI slice sequences were co
lected in the left, middle, and right sagittal planes. The s
lable /%Ä/ was repeated 32 times per slice, or 96 times
total. The spatial quality of the image depended on the ab
of the subject to repeat the syllable accurately 96 times
cue, at one per second. An ECG simulator triggered a to
cue at theR-wave peak of the ECG simulator and created
tags 300 ms later~Fig. 1!. At a later date, an audio recordin
was made as the subject repeated the syllable 16 times t
beat of a metronome. Acoustic analysis showed that the
release occurred a mean of 534 ms~s.d. 37! after the acoustic
cue, suggesting that the first data frame was collected wi
or before the stop, with the tongue pre-positioned in con
nantal position. Visual inspection of the tMRI data durin
collection indicated that the tongue began moving downw
in the second or third time-phase, with the maximum tong
position always in the first time-phase.

B. Instrumentation and data collection

A Picker 1.5 Tesla Edge System collected the data us
tagged Cine-MRI. The subject lay supine in the MRI scan
with the neck coil positioned to image the area from t
lower nasal cavity to the upper trachea. Three sagittal sli
left (L), middle ~M !, and right (R), were collected. During
each syllable repetition, 7 time-phases were recorded a
ms per time-phase, or the equivalent of 18 samples per
ond ~Fig. 1!. The signal emitted by the protons, in a sing
time-phase in a single slice, was summed across mult
repetitions of the same syllable producing a single ima
sequence of 7 time-phases per syllable, i.e., a cyclic
quence of the C-to-V motion. The first four time-phases
displayed in Fig. 2, showing the movement from /k/ to /Ä/.

A SPAMM-like procedure~Spatial Modulation of Mag-
netization prior to imaging! ~Axel and Dougherty, 1989a
1989b! was used with the following parameters: a gradie
echo with an echo time of 4.6 ms and a repetition time of
ms, a phase encode group size of 4, a field of view of 24
and a slice thickness of 7 mm. A series of five rf pulses w
used, with relative amplitudes of@1124162411# to pro-

FIG. 1. Procedure for producing a tag and measuring seven time-ph
during each repetition.
2976 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 6, June 2001
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duce sharp dark tag lines separated by a distance of 11
This complex rf pulse was applied sequentially to thex andy
axis taking a total time of 30 ms, and resulting in a grid
horizontal and vertical tag lines. Seven time-phases~56 ms
each! were recorded during the succeeding 392 ms as
tongue moved into the vowel~see Fig. 1!. Therefore, the one
second repetition time is allotted to a time lag of 300 m
between the trigger and the tag, a period of tag onset
decay lasting about 420 ms~which includes creating the tag
and the 7 time-phases!, and a final period~about 280 ms!
devoted to looking for the next trigger.

Thirty-two repetitions were needed for reconstruction
the 7 time-phases in a single plane, because only 4 of the
lines of k-space were acquired per repetition~128/4532!. It
should be noted thatk-space is Fourier or frequency-base
space. The third line in each group of four contained the h
frequency or edge definition material. By not collectin
fewer lines ofk-space at each sweep we sacrificed some e
definition and temporal resolution. The gain was reduced
lable repetitions and subject fatigue. A similar collection pr
cess was done without tagging by Masakiet al. ~1999!. That
study differed from the present one in three ways. First, th
temporal resolution was 25 ms and ours 56 ms. Second,
acquisition required 128 repetitions for each slice while o
used 96 repetitions for three slices. Third, they were o
able to look at gross anatomical features; the use of tagg
lines in this paper enabled us to look at deformation of
tongue tissue with a resolution of roughly 2 mm.

In tMRI images, the intersection of the tag lines a
material points that move with the tissue. Based on the m
tion of these discrete points, the motion of the entire tong
was interpolated using the same low-order polynomials t
are employed in finite element analysis~Cook et al., 1989!.
Movement of the tongue normal to the sagittal plane w
assumed to be insignificant at midline, and indeterminate
the parasagittal slices without 3D data.

es

FIG. 2. MRI image sequence of the first four frames in the /k/ to /Ä/ motion.
~a! is the /k/ and~d! is the /Ä/. ~b! and ~c! are the transitional frames.
2976Stone et al.: Modeling tongue motion
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FIG. 3. Time course of tag movement for first fou
time-phases of the /k/ to /Ä/ movement. Line color
progresses from light gray~/k/! to black~/Ä/! over time.
All MRI based figures are oriented with the tongue t
on the left.
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C. Internal measurement and modeling

The intersections of tag-lines with each other and w
the tongue surface were measured for all time-phases
tween the consonant and vowel and stored asxy coordinates.
There were about 40 intersections or ‘‘tag-points’’ in ea
image. The lowest anterior point of the tongue was defin
as the intersection of the inferior-posterior edge of the j
~black! and the nearest horizontal tag line in the tongue@Fig.
2~a!#. The bone of the jaw is black and the marrow within t
jaw is light gray. It is possible that the black region anter
to the tongue included air from the sublingual cavity. If t
black area were air~i.e., soft tissue unattached! more motion
would be expected in the adjacent tongue region than if
black were bone~soft tissue attached!. Air cannot be distin-
guished from bone on MRI images, so the black area co
not be better defined. Movement of the lower tongue, es
cially the anterior region, was quite small~Fig. 3! suggesting
a bony attachment. The lowest posterior point was defi
similarly as the intersection of the inferior–posterior surfa
of the epiglottis with the nearest horizontal tag line.

Once the anterior and posterior tag-points were speci
at the base of the tongue, all the tags were tracked acros
sequence. We were consistent in the points chosen ac
time-phases. The experimenter was assisted in tracking
points by ~1! observing tag position in the preceding a
following time-phases and~2! digitally superimposing the
reference tag-points on the current image. Measured po
were within the tongue proper, that is, above the jaw-open
muscles, which were brighter than the tongue. As the t
decayed, muscle distinctions became clearer. Therefore,
all the time-phases were measured, the base of the to
was determined on the vowel images@Fig. 2~d!#. Tags on
previous time-phases were then added or deleted to equ
the number of points on all images within a single ima
sequence. The vowel frame was defined as the last ti
phase before the posterior tongue surface changed dire
back toward the consonant, and was typically the th
fourth, or fifth time-phase. Different portions of the tong
do not reach maximum vowel position at the same time. O
criterion was for the back of the tongue to reach maximu
Due to the long time-phase, 56 ms, the entire tongue usu
appeared to reach maximum in a single frame.

As the tongue moved between two sounds the tags
formed, reflecting the internal tissue deformation. Princi
strains were calculated on the extreme consonant and v
2977 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 6, June 2001
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shapes, because the intervening movements were too s
to rule out measurement error.

1. Deformation model

The extreme consonant~reference! and vowel ~de-
formed! tag-points were modeled using principal strain
While these intersection points were treated as tissue po
in the plane, they actually represent the motion of a volu
with a depth of 7 mm perpendicular to the image plan
Nodal motion therefore represented an average of the ton
motion across that region. In the reference state the no
had coordinates (Xj ,Yj ). In the deformed statek ~wherek
51,...,7 indicating which of the time phases was being
amined! the nodes had coordinates (xj

(k),yj
(k)).

The two in-plane displacement components,uj

5u(Xj ,Yj )5xj
(k)2Xj and v j5v(Xj ,Yj )5yj

(k)2Yj , were
calculated at each node. A finite-element type mesh, mad
of triangular and quadrilateral elements, was created fr
these nodes. The details of the node point identification
gorithms and point-tracking procedures can be found
Davis ~1999!. Displacement of any arbitrary points withi
the tongue was calculated from the finite-element type b
functions,f j (X,Y) and the displacements measured (uj ,v j )
at each associated node. These basis functions have the
acteristic thatf i(Xj ,Yj )5d i j , whered i j is the Kronecker
delta defined byd i j 51 if i 5 j andd i j 50 if iÞ j .

First the number of closest nodes,N, was found which
defined the quadrilateral (N54) or triangular (N53) ele-
ment in which any generic point was located. Second, thN
closest nodes, (Xj ,Yj ), j 51,...,N, were used to define the
basis functions,f j (X,Y) in that element~Cooket al., 1989!.
The displacement of any point in an element could then
found using the known displacements,uj and v j , and the
basis functionsf j (X,Y) from

u~X,Y!5(
j 51

N

ujf j~X,Y!

and ~1!

v~X,Y!5(
j 51

N

v jf j~X,Y!.
2977Stone et al.: Modeling tongue motion
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2. Computing deformation, stretch and strain

This principal strain model gives the simplest possi
kinematic interpretation to local tongue deformations. T
tag displacements can be computed from Eq.~1!, and we can
find the in-plane components of the displacement grad
tensor,H, namely

H115
]u~X,Y!

]X
5(

j 51

N

uj

]f j~X,Y!

]X
,

H225
]v~X,Y!

]Y
5(

j 51

N

v j

]f j~X,Y!

]Y
,

~2!

H125
]u~X,Y!

]Y
5(

j 51

N

uj

]f j~X,Y!

]Y
,

H215
]v~X,Y!

]X
5(

j 51

N

v j

]f j~X,Y!

]X
,

wheref j (X,Y) and the derivatives off j (X,Y) are known
everywhere in any element.

Principal strains and their directions can be compu
from the two eigenvalues,Ei , and their associated eigenve
tors, Ni , of the in-plane Lagrangian strain tensor,E
5 1

2@HHT1HTH#. The stretch,lM , in any direction,M , can
be computed from the relationshiplM5A2M•EM11 ~Lai
et al., 1993, p. 134!.

D. Measurement error and repeatability

Three possible sources of error affect the MRI measu
ments. The first source is image quality, and includes spa
and temporal resolution of the image, as well as magn
distortion due to tagging. The second is human measurem
error, and the third is speaker variation, specifically spe
precision and head movement.

Spatial resolution of the acquired MRI image, was bas
on a 1283128 pixel grid. Resolution was increased to 2
3256 in the raw image by zero filled Fourier interpolatio
Pixel to mm conversion was calculated by dividing the fie
of view ~240 mm! by the number of pixels~256!. One dis-
played pixel, therefore, equaled 0.95 mm. Thus the minim
resolvable movement, absent gray scale, was 2 pixels o
mm.

The temporal resolution was reduced by the large ti
window. The time window~56 ms/time-phase! meant that
tongue movement might cause blurring of the surface in
image. The magnetic disturbance of the tags caused fra
with newly laid tags~consonants! to have better tag quality
and poorer surface clarity, than later frames~vowels! where
the tags have decayed~see Fig. 2!. Poor image clarity in-
creases human measurement error. Human measureme
ror was assessed by having a second judge re-measur
tag-points in the midline /k/ and /Ä/ time-phases. For the
consonant frame, the average~maximum! error value wasx
50.5 ~0.95! mm, andy50.5 ~1.9! mm. For the vowel frame
the average and maximum errors were larger:x51.4 ~4.8!
andy51.8 ~6.6! mm. These numbers reflect human measu
ment error, image resolution and speaker precision.
2978 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 6, June 2001
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Speaker contributions to error included temporal pre
sion ~discussed in Sec. II A above! and extraneous head mo
tion. The latter was considered, because the head coil lim
but did not preclude head motion. Six specific tag-poin
three vertical and three horizontal, were measured in
brain portion of the image of the consonant and vowel tim
phases. Five of the six points differed by one pixel, the si
differed by one in each direction. These differences w
within the measurement error indicating no evidence
C-to-V head motion.

III. DATA APPLICATION

A natural use of the principal strain model is to inf
activity of tongue muscles from regions of compression. T
is done by measuring the tag-points consistent with
muscles’ lines of action in the consonant~reference! and
vowel ~deformed! time-phases. A wire mesh of both data se
is created by applying the deformation model and calculat
in-plane principal strains throughout the tongue. The patte
of compression are then examined for patterns reflective
muscle contraction.

A. Tag-point measurements

Tag-points were measured in all four time-phases fr
/k/ to /Ä/ ~Fig. 3!. In all images the tongue tip is on the lef
The figures show time-lapse movement of the individual ta
with the first time-phase~/k/! in gray and the last~/Ä/! in
black. The tag trajectories depict local differences in moti
For example, the midsagittal slice shows directional diff
ences; the top third moves downward and the central th
backward. The local motion also differed in range; the t
moved farther than the center.

B. Wire mesh deformation grids

Tag-point wire mesh grids for left, middle and righ
slices of the /k/-to-/Ä/ deformation appear below~Fig. 4!.
This figure, and the derived strains~Fig. 5!, cannot be di-
rectly compared to Fig. 3. These figures present defor
tions of tag grid cells~four points!, not single tag-points, and
are observed only at the extreme consonant and vowel p
tion. The intervening time-phases are not considered.
grids are made by connecting with straight lines all the t
points, including surface tag-points, which are the inters
tions of the tag lines with the surface. This is why the s
faces of Fig. 4 look angular. The in-plane grids for the
and /Ä/ contain the same tissue points; the differences are
to changes in the shape of the tongue. For viewing con
nience, four cells have been shaded on each grid, indica
local deformation at the top, central, back, and bottom
gions. An uncompressed cell is 1.1 cm per side.

In Fig. 4 the top lowered substantially in all three slic
~gray to black!. The posterior tongue moved backward abo
half that amount. The upper-back was lower for /k/-L,M th
/k/-R ~gray!. The shaded cells in the center exhibit horizon
expansion, shear, and vertical compression, especially on
right ~black square!. The topmost cells compressed and lo
ered vertically, while the upper-back rotated. The botto
showed some horizontal expansion.
2978Stone et al.: Modeling tongue motion



FIG. 4. Wire mesh representations of /k/~gray! and /Ä/
~black! for left, middle, and right slices.
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C. Principal strains

Once the model was developed, principal strains co
be calculated for any portion of the tongue, cover any s
area, and reflect the strain at that location. Principal stra
were computed at 110 locations in the tongue. The strai
each location was derived from the tag-based model. Pri
pal strains for /%Ä/ appear in Fig. 5. Gray indicates extensi
and black compression.

The lower third of the tongue compressed primar
downward and backward accompanied by upward and b
ward extension. The middle tongue compressed vertic
and extended horizontally a small amount; the top co
pressed inwardly. In all three slices the tip extended: forw
at midline, forward/upward at left and right. On the left
band of tags just below the tongue surface compres
lengthwise, parallel to the tongue surface~black lines!. On
the right the two surface tag rows also were distinct from
deeper tags by being more greatly compressed~see Fig. 5!.
The location and direction of local compression could
compared to the anatomy seen in Fig. 6.

IV. DISCUSSION

The present study is the first to use tagged Cine-MR
mathematically model tongue muscle activity during spee
although Napadowet al. ~1999a, b! used a similar procedur
to study the midsagittal tongue during swallowing and no
speech movements. Several features of the present stud
fer from other speech studies. First, previous studies h
examined the midsagittal plane and inferred muscle ac
through visual inspection. Niimiet al. ~1994! visually in-
spected midsagittal MRI tag line deformations and hypo
esized muscle contraction. Kumadaet al. ~1992! and Niitsu
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et al. ~1994! drew lines manually on midsagittal slices
connect deformed tag-points. From these they inferred ac
muscles. In the present study, principal strains modeled
gional homogeneities and allowed inference of underly
muscle contraction patterns. The second feature was
choice of a consonant as the reference shape. The a
studies used rest as the reference position, but rest positi
variable, because it is not constrained by any acoustic
quirements, and the starting position of the tongue affe
what muscles are used to achieve the end position.
present study used /k/ because it is an extreme shape
requires a specific downward movement into the vowel. T
third feature is that the present study used Cine-MRI, wh
allowed us to choose the target frame from an actual mo
sequence, rather than examine the deformation from one
tained position to another.

A. Internal segments and muscle activity

This study extracted principal strains for small loc
tongue regions in an effort to expose compression patte
consistent with lines of action of possible tongue mus
contractions. The wire mesh grids~Fig. 4! depict local defor-
mations; the principal strains~Fig. 5! reflect local tissue
compression and expansion. Muscle lengthening~expansion!
must always be passive, because active muscle contra
causes shortening. Muscle shortening, however, can be
to active muscle contraction, or to passive compression
the tissue. In addition, the tongue is globally and loca
volume preserving, i.e., tissue cannot be increased or
creased, only relocated. Therefore, when both in-pla
strains at a single point indicate compression, extension m
have occurred orthogonally to the slice, i.e., in the cro
sectional, or lateral plane.
-
an-
FIG. 5. Principal strains for the /k/ to /Ä/ deformation
for left middle and right slices. Black lines indicate lo
cal tissue compression and gray indicate local exp
sion.
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In Fig. 5, the principal strains isolated several local
gions: the lower third, the upper tongue and the circumf
ence. These regions were used to predict the role of spe
muscles in the deformation. First, consider the lower third
the tongue. The downward and backward compression s
in the lower third of the tongue~Fig. 5! is consistent with
Hyoglossus~HG! muscle contraction~Fig. 6!. Next consider
the upper tongue in Fig. 5. Compression here was alm
uniformly vertical, particularly at midline and right, consi
tent with Verticalis contraction~Fig. 6!. Verticalis fibers in-
terdigitate completely with several other muscles and so c
not be isolated using EMG. As a result, the muscle does
always appear in tongue muscle models~cf. Dang and
Honda, 1997; Honda and Kusakawa, 1997!, or its role is
based on anatomy, not physiology~Perkell, 1974; Wilhelms-
Tricarico, 1995!. The vertical compression in the middle an
upper tongue was sharply separated spatially from the b
ward compression of the lower third. This spatial distincti
greatly reduces the likelihood that HG alone lowered a
backed the tongue, and strongly supports Verticalis cont
tion as a part of a rapid tongue lowering gesture for /%Ä/.
Contracting both muscles would increase the rate and
tance of surface lowering compared to HG alone.

The third region that acted as a unit was the circumf
ence of the tongue—the outer two rows of tags. On the
particularly, circumferential shortening of the tongue surfa
was consistent with contraction of the Superior Longitudi
muscle~SL!, as can be seen in the strains of the left s
~Fig. 5!. SL ~see Fig. 6! may have as many as three roles
tongue movement. First, SL contraction shortens the tong
because it is a lengthwise muscle~Kier and Smith, 1985!.
Since the tongue surface is curved in the sagittal plane,
contraction should shorten tongue length circumferentia
from the tongue tip to the hyoid. Second, SL, in combinat
with Genioglossus Anterior, can elevate the tongue tip~Na-
padow et al., 1999b, p. 4; Smith and Kier, 1989; Thexto
et al., 1998!. To cause upward curling, GGA contractio
would locally stiffen the tongue behind the tip, which is co

FIG. 6. Muscles of the tongue: Superior Longitudinal~SL!, Verticalis ~V!,
Genioglossus~GG!, Styloglossus~SG!, and Hyoglossus~HG!. From Dew
and Jenson,Phonetic Processing, 1977, pp. 92–93.
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sistent with the small concavity often seen in /Ä/. At the same
time, SL would compress the upper surface longitudina
This must be done without simultaneous compression of
lower surface~Inferior Longitudinal! or the tongue will
merely shorten~Kier and Smith, 1986!. In the present data
the tongue tip expanded horizontally at midline, and o
liquely on the sides, orthogonal to and consistent with
activity. This expansion, however, did not result in tong
tip protrusion or elevation~Fig. 4!, because other muscle
pulled the entire tongue backward and downward. As a th
role for SL, we propose that contraction of the orthogonal
and Verticalis fibers might create a ‘‘belt’’ that stiffens th
tongue circumference and reduces its degrees of freedom
belt could be used to resist outward expansion. Resistanc
expansion was inferred from the strains in the back two ro
of the rear tongue, which rarely extended horizontally d
spite the backward movement of /Ä/ ~Fig. 5!. One cannot
completely discount, however, the possibility that this,
any of the other strains, is due to passive compression
ated indirectly by the contraction of other muscles or to
supine position.

Genioglossus anterior~GGA! has long been associate
with local depressions of the anterior tongue. For example
tMRI images, Niimiet al. ~1994! attributed downward mo-
tion from rest-to-/Ä/ to GGA. Their data exhibited a depres
sion posterior to the tip. Considerable ultrasound data
shown the same depression in /Ä/ ~cf. Stone and Lundberg
1996!. More importantly, Daviset al. ~1996! found that for
steady state /Ä/ the local depression behind the tip could
modeled as a shear deformation consistent with GGA c
traction. Anatomy studies also have found that GGA fib
do not curve forward or extend into the tip~Takemoto,
2001!. Contraction of fibers oriented vertically and insertin
behind the tip will lower the surface immediately posterior
the tip, facilitating tip elevation. Figure 4, in the current da
showed vertical compression behind the tongue tip that
in agreement with GGA fiber direction. Inspection of th
midsagittal compression lines~Fig. 5!, however, did not dis-
close trajectories directly following the fibers of GGA. Th
strains did not distinguish the local depression from the g
eral lowering of the upper surface, perhaps because the
rection of action of Verticalis and GGA are virtually ident
cal in the midline upper tongue. In the lower tongue, so
support for GGA involvement was seen. Backward compr
sion, due to HG contraction, was less pronounced in
anterior two-thirds of the lower midline tongue than in th
left and right slices. GGA activity may have caused this
tenuation. Measurement of additional tasks and subjects,
increased tMRI resolution, will create a database of inter
tongue strains that can be interpolated and interpreted
more confidence.

B. Does the tongue surface reflect internal tag
deformation patterns?

The surface and tag movements of Fig. 3 were co
pared. The tags tracked movement of specific tissue poin
the surface and within the tongue. The upper surface of
tongue moved downward and the posterior surface mo
backward. The internal tag movements of the upper ton
2980Stone et al.: Modeling tongue motion
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were consistent with the movement of the upper surface
the tag movements of the middle tongue with the back s
face. With a larger quantity of data and consistent asso
tions, surface and internal relationships might be compile
a standard reference table. Such a table would be usef
mapping normal muscle-to-surface relationships, and
baseline data for comparison with articulatory disorders
various origins.

Two characteristics of the internal tissue point moti
supplement the knowledge gained from 2D models. The
characteristic was left-to-right asymmetry in the tag trajec
ries ~Fig. 3!. On the left, the upper tongue moved in a fair
linear path downward and backward. On the right, it mov
downward and then backward. Because the data did no
clude the coronal and axial planes, asymmetries like
were difficult to interpret. Some asymmetries are found
normal human anatomy. Additionally, functional asymm
tries could result if a muscle on one side of the tongue c
tracted more forcefully, or a passive pull on the tissue mo
fied its path asymmetrically. The second characteristic
note was that the surface and tag motions were not alw
simultaneous. For example, in Fig. 3 the movement of
left and right tongue surface occurred primarily betwe
time-phases 2 and 3. The upper tags, however, moved qu
bit between time-phases 3 and 4~black!. This movement
may have been a passive response to the rapid surface
ering at phase 3 or a reflection of activity in other plan
True 3D volumetric data are needed to get a fully accur
representation of the internal-to-surface relationships.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This preliminary study supports the continued use
tagged Cine-MRI as a method of examining muscle activ
between phonemes during speech. Data such as these
supplement EMG data, and the procedure is noninvas
From tags measured at the intersection of horizontal and
tical tag lines, the deformation of tissue-points within t
tongue were measured with a resolution of about 0.95 m
Principal strains detailed regions of compression and ex
sion in the tongue and were interpreted in relation to inter
tongue muscle activity. Two muscles, from which it is dif
cult ~Superior Longitudinal! or impossible~Verticalis! to ac-
quire accurate EMG data, appeared to contract in /k/-toÄ/
tongue lowering. Some evidence for GGA contraction w
seen in the anterior tongue consistent with surface lowe
and depression formation.

This local homogeneous model for deriving princip
strains from tMRI tongue images appears promising for
ture examination of the tongue musculature. It enabled u
examine stretch independently from translation, to infer c
traction of muscles that are difficult to access with EMG, a
to hypothesize new roles for muscles from the data. We
pect predictive models and additional data to improve
accuracy of these inferences.

Since this data set was collected on a single subject,
contains simplified speech material, these results canno
generalized. Rather, they are presented to illustrate the v
able information that can be derived from a principal str
model.
2981 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 6, June 2001
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